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ear Professor Lee, 

We re-read the article by Domnich et al. [ 1 ] following cita- 

ion in a recently-published ECDC report [ 2 ]. Domnich et al. con- 

ucted a post-hoc, test-negative case-control design (TND) study of 

talian hospitalizations (using DRIVE [ 3 ] data) and estimated rela- 

ive effectiveness (rVE) of 59.2% for adjuvanted vs unadjuvanted 

nfluenza vaccination, which was influential in ECDC conclusions. 

hese results directionally contradict Italian hospitalized results 

rom DRIVE itself which reported lower adjusted VE for adjuvanted 

han non-adjuvanted vaccine in both 2018/19 (34% [−12–61] for 

djuvanted vs 92% [40–99] for Fluarix Tetra) [ 4 ] and 2019/2020 

52% [27–68] vs 67% [8–88]) seasons, findings associated with neg- 

tive, rather than positive, adjuvanted rVE [ 5 ]. The reasons for 

his disparity were discussed by Domnich and colleagues but de- 

erve additional exploration considering their newfound policy rel- 

vance. 

The underlying hospitalization data were highly confounded, 

ith groups “severely unbalanced” across multiple variables. 

TROBE guidelines recommend unadjusted estimates be presented 

longside confounder-adjusted results to inform the effects of ad- 

ustment [ 6 ]. We calculate (supplementary appendix) the unad- 

usted odds ratio (OR) is 1.92, reversing after adjustment to 0.41 

4.7-fold reduction). On the rVE scale, this equates to a change 

rom −92% to + 59%. This sizeable adjustment was achieved by an 

paque propensity score matching (PSM) method which may be 

nappropriate in this context [ 7 ], derived from nineteen confound- 

ng variables without model diagnostics or exploration of interme- 

iate models. This analytic strategy differs from those used by in- 

uenza TND networks in Europe [ 8 ] and North America [ 9 ] includ-

ng the DRIVE consortium from which these data originated, which 

ecommends clear and parsimonious logistic regression methods 

 3 ]. Design decisions are especially critical in observational stud- 

es where researchers can test many different methods and mod- 

ls but report only the most impactful results, making replication 

hallenging [ 10 ]. Confirmatory analyses of the dataset are needed 

o describe this risk [ 11 ]. 

We have the following recommendations for the authors: 

1. rVE from a parsimonious logistic regression (as in DRIVE) 

should be presented. 

2. The rationale for PSM use, justification for variable selection 

and statistical diagnostics should be reported. 

3. Sensitivity on the treatment of missing data and the role of in- 

fluential confounders should be presented. 

4. Underlying source data and statistical code should be shared to 

allow independent verification to assess the robustness of the 

results for policy. 
ttps://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijid.2024.107103 

201-9712/© 2024 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of International Soc

 http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
In the absence of powered randomized trials for causal infer- 

nce, observational studies should be interpreted with care. We 

hank the authors for their consideration and look forward to clar- 

fication. 
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